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comfort. The Advanced Energy Modelling for LEED
V2.1, 2011, App. D.1., demonstrates how ASHRAE
90.1 intends that the model must predict acceptable
comfort despite the energy saving measures.
Claiming energy savings from window ventilation
against a mechanically ventilated baseline requires an
‘exceptional calculation’ (USGBC, 2011)†. For us to
quantitatively predict comfort levels, minute-byminute modelling of human-window interaction is
required. It is no longer sufficient to schedule an
hourly predefined background infiltration /
ventilation rate equivalent to the extra expended
annual energy from combined window ventilation
and infiltration. This paper covers two areas of
interest:

ABSTRACT
Current techniques for the modelling of humanwindow interaction do not incorporate as many
driving factors as they should. We propose a
modularized technique which links several
overlapping established comfort (and non-comfort)
criteria that influence window operation, whilst
reiterating the oft overlooked requirements of
“greenbuilding” certification schemes to model
minute-by-minute human-window interaction using
multi-nodal bulk airflow simulations.
We demonstrate a simplified application of our
proposed technique and explain how this unverified
technique brought to light invaluable insights on an
actual project.
For completeness, we document a technique for
setting building air tightness ratings for a multi-nodal
bulk airflow simulation.



Window Operational Modelling and

 Envelope Infiltration Modelling,
both against the backdrop of constraints imposed by
code compliance for LEED BD&C - 2009 credits
Eap2, Eac3 and IEQc1, which implies ASHRAE
90.1-2007 App. G.

INTRODUCTION
During minute-by-minute window operation, outside
air may enter in bursts which are not instantaneously
conditioned by building conditioning equipment
resulting in a notable impact on user comfort.
Ironically, user comfort influences window usage in
a quasi-feedback loop wherein users adapt and learn
from their actions and resulting comfort. This has
lead to the development of techniques for “comfort
driven” modelling of human-window interaction.
Modern building energy compliance codes such as
ASHRAE 90.1 and green building certification
programs such as LEED have evolved to ensure
acceptable user comfort whilst maintaining the
required annual energy savings.
The modelling of a manually ventilated building such
that it conforms to all the requirements of LEED
Building Design and Construction - 2009, IEQc2
(which requires a multi-nodal bulk airflow
simulation) and the modelling protocols of ASHRAE
90.1-2007 App. G, is complicated further with the oft
overlooked requirement* to predict occupant

CURRENT STATE-OF-THE-ART
Multi-nodal bulk airflow simulation (MnBAS)
Historically, annual energy usage data regression
studies have led to methods for engineers and energy
modellers to determine statistically applicable
outdoor air flows into a facility, mainly via
infiltration. Applicable formulae have been
incorporated into norms and guides, such as the
Infiltration Modelling Guidelines for Commercial
Building Energy Analysis, DOE, 2009 and CIBSE
Guide A, 2006. Formulae have evolved to include
evermore parameters of interest e.g. indoor and
outdoor temperature differences, wind-speed, etc.
Concurrently, simulation programs have been
improving “first principles physics” solutions in the

improve indoor air quality (IAQ) and promote occupant
comfort, well-being and productivity.’ (USGBC, 2009)
†

No exceptional calculation is required if we decide to model
the baseline ventilation in exactly the same way as the
proposed design model, i.e. no fan delivered outdoor air for
the baseline model.

*

Credit 2 for Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQc2) states:
‘Intent: To provide additional outdoor air ventilation to
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form of multi-nodal bulk airflow simulation
(MnBAS) methods, to decrease dependency on data
regression type solutions and decrease the timestep
resolution dependency, inherent in regression data.
The premise of MnBAS is to dynamically calculate
airflows through flow paths such as the cracks from
windows and doors (and other envelope elements) in
closed and open positions as well as from zone to
zone. This is done by establishing and solving a
nodal network where the nodes represent the state of
the air at the zone node (including pressure and
temperature) connected by flow resistive paths.
MnBASs have the benefit of addressing effects such
as
inter-zonal-pressure-driven-airflow,
windpressure, stack effect and bi-directional flow.
Recently, MnBAS methods have been combined with
stochastic modelling methods‡. A good overview on
the subject was authored by (Borgeson & Brager,
2008). Listed notably, is the adaptive comfort driven
formula (Rijala, et al., 2008) (see Table 1.). Rijala’s
formula has been incorporated into the ESP-r
building simulation software (known as Humphreys
adaptive algorithm) to model adaptive, comfortdriven, window opening. It represents a multiple
logistic regression analysis of window opening
probability which is applied if the users are found to
be uncomfortable.

logical to create a modular model to include these
factors in overlap (independently and/or weakly
linked).
We suggest that one could find statistical correlations
between known statistical comfort factors (and noncomfort factors) and when a user chooses to open or
close a window. The first step is to modularize the
venting factors.
Modularising Venting Factors
Table 1. Provides a non-exhaustive list of venting
factors. It should be thought of as expandable and
adaptable.
Establishing venting thresholds per venting factor
Choosing applicable thresholds (referred to as
venting thresholds) for each of these venting factors
for window opening and closing events, is
problematic; since statistical studies are difficult to
prepare wherein such studies separate out the impact
of factors which inherently overlap, but at the same
time may act independently. Further compounding
the problem is that certain factors may ‘stack’ (the
same way that temperature and relative humidity
stack in the perception of ‘thermal comfort’).
Therefore we propose the possibility of establishing
‘weak links’ between them. Until new statistical
relationships are published we suggest the venting
thresholds in Table 1. for each of the venting factors
listed. Comfort criteria venting factor thresholds
generally coincide with acceptable limits put forward
by leading ‘comfort’ norms such as ASHRAE 55 and
CEN standard EN15251. We recommend considering
the inclusion of an additional conditional statement
for each factor the include for future implementation
of a probability multiplier, i.e. as a placeholder for
stochastic studies, sensitivity analysis or Markovian
chain studies. Lastly, we assign a decision making
priority hierarchy to each factor in the list to
overcome simultaneous counter actions. If the
window state flag is changed by a factor of higher
priority, another of lower priority may not change the
state back within the same timestep. The window
state flag is applied at the end of the timestep.

The problem with current methods
Current methods (Borgeson & Brager, 2008), focus
on the when the window opens or closes. A few
causes (or links) are investigated as inputs and a
formula is regressed such that the resulting formula
predictions best match the measured data. The
problem is that other less dominant causes are
lumped into constants or probability distribution
multipierers which are dependent on the data set used
in the regression. Thus to glean a deeper insight into
why the window opens/closes, and to decrease our
dependency on study data, we need separate venting
factors (as we will refer to the individual causes).
As noted by (Warren, 1984), many factors influence
the human-window interaction. A good example, is
the “newly entered occupant” factor noted by
(Pfafferott, 2007) which is not even a comfort factor.
Of all the comfort factors which could be included as
an input, the two most obvious input parameter
omissions from most current methods is the room air
“stuffiness” (and its implied correlation to room CO₂
level), and that of draught (high zone air velocities).

INFILTRATION MODELLING
Q = C∙ΔPn

(1)

where Q = airflow rate in m3/h, C = airflow
coefficient, ΔP = pressure difference across the flow
path or crack in Pa and n = flow exponent.

PROPOSED METHOD
Different people may open or close a window at
different times and for different reasons. Thus it is

‡
(Andersen, 2009); (Dutton & Shao, 2010); (IEA Energy
Conservation in Buildings & Community Systems
Programme. Annex 20: Air Flow Patterns within Buildings.
Subtask 2: Air Flows Between Zones, 1991)
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1.

Determine the building volume, e.g. building
volume 2057 m³

2.

Determine the rated infiltration air change rate
and calculate the total air flow, e.g. 0.3 ACH ×
2057 m³ = 0.171466 m³/s
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#

VENTING
FACTOR

INPUTS

 Outdoor dry-bulb temperature Tao_i (ºC)
 Zone operative temperature Tg (ºC)
 Comfort band ϴ (K)

Table 1: Modularized Venting Factors
OUTPUT(S)

For Tao_i > 10ºC:
Tcomf = 0.33Tao_i + 18.8
For Tao_i < 10ºC:
Tcomf = 0.09Tao_i + 22.6
Solve p from
log(p/1−p)=0.171Tg+0.166Tao i−6.4

For Tao_i > 10ºC:
Tcomf = 0.33Tao_i + 18.8
For Tao_i < 10ºC:
Tcomf = 0.09Tao_i + 22.6
The comfort band in Kelvin
ϴ = -0.0028 PPD2 + 0.3419 PPD
– 6.6275

1

(Discarded
Option)

 Outdoor dry-bulb temperature Tao_i (ºC)
 Zone operative temperature Tg (ºC)
 Required maximum threshold for persons
dissatisfied PPD (%)
 Venting factor output #12
 Venting factor output #13
 Closing priority Cpr
 Opening priority Opr

DR=([34-ta]*[v-0.05]0.62)

3

Combined
Factors

Indoor
Thermal
Comfort
(adaptive
deterministic
option)

Draft

*(0.37* v *Tu+3.14), where
DR=predicted percentage of
people dissatisfied due to draft;
ta =local air temperature, ºC;
v
=local mean air speed, m/s,
based on va, the mean velocity;
Tu =local turbulence intensity, %

Tg < (Tcomf - ϴ) && (#13)

CLOSING
PRIORIY

if DRma > DRmax && (#13)

0

1

2

 Outdoor dry-bulb temperature Tao_i (ºC)
 Zone air change rate ACHz (ACH)
 Required
maximum
threshold
for
percentage of people dissatisfied due to
draft DRmax (%)
 Maximum allowable draft time Tdraft (min)
 Venting factor output #13
 Closing priority Cpr

where we assume
ta = Tao_i because we can’t assume
the temperature of a “well mixed”
zone;
v = 0.0266ACHz +0.0358
DRma = movingAve(DR,Tdraft)

SOURCE OF FORMULAE / COMMENTS

(Rijala, Tuohyb, & Nicola, 2008) / adaptive stochastic option –
mainly thermal comfort driven, this method includes a
probability distribution function multiplier which is based on
outdoor air temperature and indoor operative temperature. We
discard this method for the combination of overlapping factors
listed below. random is a random fraction from 0 to 1.

CEN EN15251-2007; (CIBSE, 2006) / Similar to the above
method, however we simply enter the comfort band ϴ via the
PPD input and take out the probability distribution function
multiplier of (Rijala, Tuohyb, & Nicola, 2008) thereby directly
coupling it to PPD as we want to split off and overlap the
outdoor air temperature factor and the randomness (possibly
newly entered occupant) factor. We recommend a design PPD of
10%.

ASHRAE 55 / We assume three important unverified
correlations, i.e. ta = Tao_i ; v = 0.0266ACHz +0.0358 and Tu =
0.35 (or 35%)

We recommend a design DRmax of 20%.

We recommend a maximal allowable draft time Tdraft (time
uncomfortable) of 15 minutes. This means that only a sustained
draft will result in closing the window. DRma is the moving
average DR. The moving average is the average of the last Tdraft
(minutes). This avoids closing due to initial high airflows during
pressure equalisation.
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CLOSING
THRESHOLD

1

OPENING
PRIORITY

na

Tg < (Tcomf - ϴ)

OPENING
THRESHOLD

&& p > random)
if Tg > (Tcomf+ ϴ) &&
(#12)

if Tg > (Tcomf + ϴ)

none
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INPUTS

Table 1: Modularized Venting Factors (continued)
OUTPUT(S)

[CO₂_indoors - CO₂_outdoors] (-0.25))

SOURCE OF FORMULAE / COMMENTS

(ECA, 1992) / We recommend a design max PDCO₂ =35%.
This is to indirectly incorporate an unverified ‘realisation’ lag.
A person that sits in a stale room takes a while to realize that
the air is ‘stuffy’. During this time the CO₂ levels continue to
rise over the typical limit of 20%. Typical CO₂_outdoors levels
are 350 ppm for suburban, 450 ppm for dense metropolis, and
750 ppm for sites with high contaminant levels. ASHRAE
62.1-2007 for ventilation has no requirement as to the CO₂
levels for naturally ventilated buildings, but contains a table
showing some of the health and safety requirements from
different jurisdictions in Table B-1 which roughly correlates to
about 5000 ppm. Furthermore, when using this standard for
manually operated natural ventilation, it should be considered a
demand ventilation strategy (DVC).
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PDCO₂ = 395*exp(-15.15*

where CO₂_indoors and CO₂_outdoors
are the indoor air and outdoor air
carbon dioxide concentrations,
respectively, in ppm.

na

VENTING
FACTOR

Indoor
air
quality CO₂
level

 CO₂_indoors (ppm)
 CO₂_outdoors (ppm)
 Maximum threshold for persons dissatisfied
PPD due to bad indoor air quality,
maxPDCO₂ (ppm)
 Venting factor output #12
 Opening priority Opr

none
If Tao_i > Thigh

#

3

4
Outdoor air
temperature

3

/This constitutes a large gap in the current state of statistical
knowledge. We shall assume one new occupant per hour and
rely on factor #8 to suppress the venting somewhat.

5

/This factor has the added benefit that it could be assigned to
some windows and not to others each with individual high/low
limits.Therefore, if it were the aim to ventilate with a small
window also during winter, but the large window only during
reasonable outdoor temperatures, this would allow that
flexibility.

CLOSING
PRIORIY

&& (#13)

 Outdoor dry-bulb temperature Tao_i (ºC)
 Upper limit Thigh (ºC)
 Lower limit Tlow (ºC)
 Venting factor output #12
 Venting factor output #13
 Closing priority Cpr
 Opening priority Opr

none

CLOSING
THRESHOLD

6

Outdoor
noise levels

none
&& (#13)
&& (#13)

/as with all the inputs, they can have time related multipliers.
We recommend NLid to be set per zone type as described by
CEN EN15251-2007 Table E.1. NLod is site dependant but
will typically range from 35-60 dbA depending on time of day.

OPENING
PRIORITY

If NewOcc

 Outdoor noise level NLod (dbA)
 Maximum zone noise level threshold NLid
(dbA)
 Venting factor output #13
 Closing priority Cpr

If NewOcc

2
4

na
If
NLod>NLid
6

5

6
Newly
entered
occupant

 Newly entered occupant schedule NewOcc
 Venting factor output #12
 Venting factor output #13
 Closing priority Cpr
 Opening priority Opr

OPENING
THRESHOLD

If Tao_i > Tlow

If PDCO₂ > (maxPDCO₂) && (#12 )
&& (#12)
&& (#12)

none
If NewOcc
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#

7

8

9

1
0

1
1

1
2

1
3

VENTING
FACTOR

Minimum
vent time

Minimum
time between
opening
events

Vent when
vacant

Ventable if
Occuppied
Ventable if
zone air >
zone heating
setpoint
Opening
Threshold
Probability

Closing
Threshold
Probability

INPUTS

 Minimum vent time Omin (min)
 Time window has been open Topen (min)

SOURCE OF FORMULAE / COMMENTS

na

na

/Output only; This allows the room air temperature to recover
above the thermostat heating setpoint and was found nessesary
in terms of controlling the ‘setpoint-not-met-hours’ limitation
imposed by ASHRAE 90.1 App. G.

/Output only; This deturmines that only manual control is
possible.

/Output only; We recommend the minimum vent time Omin of 1
minute (the simulation program must support a timestep this
small)
na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

0

na

na

na

>0

na

na

na

/Output only;This estabilshes a weak link between venting
factors. The output OTp is a fraction from 0 to 1. random is a
random fraction from 0 to 1.

/Output only;This allows the other venting factors to be
somewhat constrained and estabilshes a weak link. The output
OTp is a fraction from 0 to 1. random is a random fraction
from 0 to 1.

/Output only; an indirect link... If a window has recently been
closed, then the closer the time is to the last closing event, the
more unlikely it is that the occupants will allow it to be opened
again. This factor is used only as an input in the probability
functions inputs of the other factors.

CLOSING
PRIORIY

/An overriding master control which forces an opening action
at the moment the room becomes vacant. It could be set at zone
or window level. It should override #11

CLOSING
THRESHOLD

na

OPENING
PRIORITY

Table 1: Modularized Venting Factors (continued)
OUTPUT(S)

Topen (min) --- output 1
If Topen > Omin --- output 2
dOOmin --- output 1

If occupancy in previous timestep
is >0 and occupancy for this
timestep is 0 then set output = 1

 Minimum time allowed between venting
events dOOmin (min)
 Time since last window closing event Toc
(min)

 Occupancy Schedule Occ_z

if (Occ_z ==1)

Toc
= trend variable which
records the time since the last
opening event --- output 2
If Toc > dOOmin --- output 3

 Occupancy Schedule Occ_z

if (Tair_z > HtgSP_z)

if (#7---output 2 ==1)
then CTp = CTpf,

&& (#10 ==1) && (#11 ==1) ]
then OTp = OTpf,
else, OTp = 0; if OTp >= random

if [ (#8 ==1--- output 3)

 zone heating setpoint = HtgSP_z (ºC)
 Tair_z

 Chosen venting factors, typically #8, #10,
#11
 Opening threshold probability function
OTpf which is a user defined function. It
can be defined as a constant as well…
 Chosen venting factors, typically #7
 Some function CTpf

else, CTp = 0; if CTp >= random
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OPENING
THRESHOLD
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3.

Measure the total modelled envelope crack
length, e.g. 591.28 m

4.

Assume “all things/cracks being equal” (a future
publication will refine this idea) and consider the
rated pressure for the rated infiltration airflow,
e.g. for our facility 0.3 ACH at 50 Pa Blower
Door which must pass through the total crack
length 591.28 m.

5.

Use the power-law relation (Eq. 1.) to calculate
the flow coefficient and assume that this changes
negligibly at other pressures (e.g. normal wind
pressures of around 4.00 Pa) whilst assuming a
constant flow exponent of between 0.5 - 0.8
(typically 0.67), (Walker, et al., 1997); (IEA,
1992).

thermostatic control, not an operative temperature
control. Basically, the heating system would not meet
the load as referenced by the AIR heating setpoint if
the windows were allowed to be open until the
operative temperature fell below that which is
uncomfortable for occupants. This AIR setpoint
temperature was the same for both the window
closing operation threshold and the heating system,
and set at 22ºC. It coincided roughly with an
operative temperature of 18 - 19ºC on the coldest
typical winter days where the incoming air through
windows was 11 - 12ºC.
The opening threshold was set at Tg > (Tcomf + ϴ) &&
(#12), where Tg = (Tair+Trad)/2, ϴ = 3, Tcomf =
non-adapting constant low temperature setpoint.
Trad=mean radiant temperature.
Venting factor #2: DRma > DRmax && (#13), where
Maximum allowable draft time Tdraft was set to 60
minuts and DRmax = 42% assuming Tu = 0.35 which
corrisponds to 15 ACHz. This should also take care
of windy days.
Venting factor #3: CO₂_indoors is calculated elsewhere
by the simulation program. CO₂_outdoors (ppm) was set
to 450 ppm. maxPDCO₂ (ppm) = 35% as per
recommendations in Tabel 1, which correlates to
2000 ppm. CO₂ levels in ppm were monitored to
check that they are in bounds of health and safety
regulations. Peak CO₂ levels were seen to reach
approx. 4000 ppm in winter, with a winter daily
average of 2200 ppm in the worst case zone. This is
in-line with the 90% statistical mean (2724 ppm) and
statistical maximum (4172 ppm) for schools in
Germany, (Fromme, et al., 2008).
Venting factor #4: This venting factor was only
applied to the large windows used for cooling in
summer. Upper limit Thigh (ºC) = 50 and Lower limit
Tlow (ºC) = 19. Windows do not modulate, instead
they open and close, so to optimize, we sub-divided
the operation of the zone windows into 2 groups to
provide better thermal control. Typically each zone
had a small “venting” window (only opens 10 cm (4
in.)) and one large “cooling” window.
Venting factor #5: This factor was not applied as the
outdoor noise was always minimal.
Venting factor #6: This factor was not applied.
Venting factor #7: Omin was set to 1 min. Weather
data is seldom sub-hourly or with gust variance.
Venting factor #8: dOOmin was set to 120 minutes.
OTpf = 1 (all timesteps). This results in OTp = 0
until 120 minutes have passed at which point it jumps
to 1, instead of the suggested increasing probability.
Although, the window may close again after 1
minute, the re-evaluation of whether or not to open a
window is restricted artificially to 120 minutes. This
limit was imposed for two reasons:

E.g. C = (0.171466)/(591.28))/(50)(0.5)
= 0.00004101 in SI Units
6.

Apply the flow coefficient to all the modelled
crack elements (if an actual crack is not
modelled, we know that to maintain the building
total leakage rate, the leakage through the
unmodelled crack is captured artificially because
the flow coefficient that is calculated has the
effect of deteriorating the modelled cracks to
maintain the total leakage rate, i.e. the
unmodelled crack’s leakage is transposed onto
those cracks that are actually modelled).
For the LEED simulations, the same was done for
both the design case and baseline case models
(different total crack lengths) such that the total
leakage rate for the building at rated conditions is
equal.
For Part-L simulations, the National Calculation
Methodology (NCM) modelling guide (Department
for Communities and Local Government, 2013)
explicitly excludes the bulk airflow calculation
methodologies, falsely stating
‘...there is no simple way to check that the
permeability of the notional building delivers
the required permeability standard of
10m3/(h•m2) at 50 Pa.’.

PROJECT APPLICATION
Window Operational Modelling
We applied our method per window to our floor
heated (no setback) kindergarten project:
Venting Factor #1: all windows close when Tair <
(Tcomf) && (#13), where Tg was exchanged for Tair =
zone air temperature, ϴ = 0. Tcomf = was hard set to a
non-adapting constant low temperature setpoint. As
low temperature setpoint, the heating air temperature
setpoint was chosen instead of a more realistic
adaptive operative temperature to avoid exceeding
the limit on unmet load hours as required by
ASHRAE 90.1 App. G, as the floor heating in the
project was controlled via an air temperature

1.
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to keep the unmet load hours to below 300 as per
ASHRAE 90.1 App. G, as no radiant floor
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system in reality will meet the load of an open
window in cold winter conditions.

28

Tg>25 Large window opens

35

24

2.

because it is thought that too frequent opening in
winter will result in an adverse impact on
occupant health due to the large temperature
swings associated with opening the windows.
Therefore, window opening events were
artificially restricted to six times per day. §
Venting factor #9: This factor was not applied as no
space vacant times are assumed as worst case.
Venting factor #10 & #11: Were applied.
Venting factor #12: Chosen venting factors for
inclusion were #8, #10, #11. OTpf = 1 (all timesteps).
Venting factor #13: Chosen venting factors for
inclusion were #7. CTpf = 1 (all timesteps).
Other considerations: Priorities were set as
suggested. Peripheral occupied zone doors remain
shut if windows in the same zone are available for
venting. The most challenging part of this
consideration was holding to ASHRAE 90.1-2007
Appendix G, i.e. operable windows were maintained
the same size in both baseline and design case
models as far as possible, to ensure the same
ventilation exchange possibility for opened windows.
The criteria for 40% maximum glazing to wall ratio
on any particular surface for the baseline model, is
then maintained by adjusting the size of other nonoperable windows on the same surface.
In a few instances, the ventilation opening on that
surface was marginally reduced in the baseline
model, to maintain the max. 40% glazing rule (the
argument being that for a model without cooling, this
“error” is no advantage for the design case but rather
for the baseline case)**.

20

30
CO2>2000 ppm
Small window opens

25
20

16

15

Inter-zone and external
door opening event
ACH spike

12
8

10

5
18:00

15:36

13:12

10:48

8:24

0
6:00

4
Outdoor Dry-bulb ºC
MAT ºC
MRT ºC
Air Change Rate ACH right axis
CO2 100 ppm right axis

Fig.1.Zone conditions on 5 May of the simulation
Quick open/close events (<30 min.), with huge
instantaneous ACH (Fig. 2), do not cool or reduce
indoor CO₂ in a controlling manner, instead a
sustained action is required for lasting effect (Fig. 1).
We recommended the inclusion of acoustically
attenuated, wind pressure regulated, ventilation pipetype devices to maintain minimum “background”
ventilation levels (considering, correct placement).
The aforementioned should be sized to slowly
decrease the bad air during unoccupied/lesser
occupied times, to reduce the number of (badly
modulated) window opening events during
occupation, thereby increasing user comfort.

Results - window operational modelling
#1 was the most dominant factor. #6 was not
investigated. An additional shortcoming was the
omission of a “human-traffic” occupant flow
simulation with #9. “Worst case” was thought to be
when all rooms have occupant levels constantly
greater than zero.
Zones that did not have small “venting-windows”
(only large windows) were found to be
uncomfortable. The solution of venting and cooling
them via adjacent zones was applied in the model as
well as in reality with similar results.
We considered more windows, small windows and
windows with “tilt” function to improve the range of
air flows rates achievable.

28

35

24

30

25

20

20

16

15

12

10

18:00

15:36

13:12

0
10:48

4
8:24

5
6:00

8

Outdoor Dry-bulb ºC
MAT ºC
MRT ºC
Air Change Rate ACH right axis
CO2 100 ppm right axis

Fig.2.Zone over-heating on 31 Jan of the simulation

§

Whether this is in-line with reality, could only be roughly
extracted from interviews and various research papers,
despite efforts in contacting other authors for raw data.

CONCLUSIONS
The multiple logistic regression analysis of window
opening probability is invaluable for speculative
building simulation. It should be expanded to include
other input parameters (comfort & non-comfort
factors) in a modularized fashion. The deeper our

**

This proposal is by no means representative of the
interpretation of ASHRAE, but was acceptable to the rating
authority in this project. No interpretation request was
submitted to ASHRAE or USGBC.
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fundamental understanding is, the less data
dependant we will become, making the method more
suitable on a wider range of projects.
LEED Building Design and Construction- 2009,
credits EAp2, EAc3 and IEQc1 and ASHRAE 90.12007 App. G. indirectly require us to model comfort
levels. Minute-by-minute simulation and prediction
of human-window interaction is necessary to prove
adequate comfort levels in manually ventilated
buildings. Multi-nodal bulk airflow calculation
methods are largely independent on data regressed
formulae where non-minute-wise time resolution is
inherent, which makes it the most viable option.
For naturally ventilated buildings, ASHRAE 90.1
should address:


Baseline limits for window to wall ratios and
how they impact on the ventilation opening area,



The unmet load hours (300 hr) limit should be
replaced with time uncomfortable limits which
depend on (possibly adaptive) operative
temperatures and not the system controlling air
temperatures (at least for occupied zones).

modelling guide (for buildings other than
dwellings in England and Wales). 2010 Edition
ed. London: Crown.
DOE, Gowri, K., Winiarski, D. & Jarnagin, R., 2009.
Infiltration
Modelling
Guidelines
for
Commercial
Building
Energy
Analysis.
September ed. s.l.:s.n.
Dutton, S. & Shao, L., 2010. Window Opening
Behaviour in a Naturally Ventilated School.
New York City, New York, Building and
Environment, pp. 04/12: 50, 125-134.
ECA, 1992. European Concerted Action Report No.
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